Increased drug abuse may cause MIT 'bust'

Recent drug raids by police at Tufts University and a general rise in drug traffic in the area around the MIT administration has led to the realization that drug abuse may be a health problem among students here, but that the possibility of students becoming a community to "busts" may soon become a reality. The immunity is just that: legendary, according to Vice-President Kenneth R. Wadleigh, former Dean for Student Affairs. A discussion Tuesday night of NAC/TDA's presence in the Student Center by a group of MIT dormitory or fraternity has been canceled because, I'm sure, The committee has no power to "get you off" any more than it can keep the police off campus if they want to raid. All that can be done is to refer an arrested student to a lawyer through the MIT law firm.

MIT will not aid police

If administration stated that the administration would not co-operate in the investigation and small groups of students have been arrested for possession of marijuana and other drugs, such as LSD. In such cases, Nyhart said, the Institute has no power to "get you off" any more than it can keep the police off campus if they want to raid. All that can be done is to refer an arrested student to a lawyer through the MIT law firm.
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